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In order to solve this problem, the following patch is added: Â . p XML read XML save Q: Sklearn Pipeline: ImportError: No module named
pandas.core I am using Python 3.6 and I am trying to fit a Random Forest Regressor in sklearn using the following commands: import pandas as

pd from sklearn.model_selection import RandomizedSearchCV from sklearn.model_selection import train_test_split from sklearn.ensemble
import RandomForestRegressor random_search = RandomizedSearchCV(RandomForestRegressor(),

param_distributions=dict(n_estimators=200), cv=3, n_jobs=-1, random_state=1) However, I get the following error: ImportError: No module
named pandas.core A: The above issue seems to be fixed. I tried same thing and it worked. Q: How to use new MongoDB client I have

downloaded? I have downloaded node.js MongoDB driver and I do not know how to run it. What I want to do is develop an application using
node.js and MongoDB. I want to use the MongoDB client driver instead of mongodb c#. If anyone knows how to fix it, I will be very grateful. A:
Install node.js driver with following command npm install mongodb Make sure to have node.js installed else you may need to do npm install -g

node.js To use the newly installed driver you need to require the driver like this var mongo = require('
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